Deep within the internet, there's a special race of creatures with great power and responsibility. These creatures, called the techno-saurs, connect and consume matching segments of code to uncover data, the units which are used to fuel the inner workings of the internet. One day a catastrophe struck the server and now the techno-saur needs to outsource the management of its technological food chain to a helpful human. This is your mission, should you choose to accept it.

The goal of this game is to match like colored code segments in rows or columns of 3 or more by moving the techno-saur.

Points are awarded for matching the code segments. Each matched segment is worth 1 point.

The game is over when you run out of moves.

Be fearless as you traverse the code and remember, “Every great developer you know got there by solving problems they were unqualified to solve until they actually did it.” - Patrick McKenzie